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Abstract — In power systems with more and more variable renewable sources, gas generation is playing an increasingly prominent role in providing short-term flexibility to meet net-load requirements. The flexibility provided by the gas turbines in turn relies on the flexibility of the gas network. While there are several discussions on the ability of the gas network in providing this operational flexibility, this has not been clearly modelled or quantified. In addition, the gas network may also be responsible for supplying heating technologies, and low-carbon scenarios see a tighter interaction between the electricity, heating and gas sectors, which calls for a holistic multi-energy system assessment. On these premises, this paper presents an original methodology to quantify the flexibility the gas network can provide to the power system, as well as the constraints it may impose on it, with also consideration of different heating scenarios. This is achieved by a novel multi-stage integrated gas and electrical transmission network model, which uses electrical DC OPF and both steady-state and transient gas analyses. A novel metric that makes use of the concept of zonal linepack is also introduced to assess the integrated gas and electrical flexibility, which is then used to impose gas-related inter-network inter-temporal constraints on the electrical OPF. Case studies are performed for the Great Britain transmission system for different renewables and heating scenarios to demonstrate the proposed integrated flexibility assessment methodology, provide insights into the effects of changes to the heating sector on the multi-energy system’s combined flexibility requirements and capability, and assess how the electrical network can experience local generation and reserve constraints related to the gas network’s lack of flexibility.
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NOMENCLATURE

Index:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Electrical bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Conventional non-gas fueled generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Compressor stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>Gas turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Transmission line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n, n₁, n_j</td>
<td>Gas network nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>Renewable generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Linepack zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π</td>
<td>Pipes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Cross-sectional area of pipe [m²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Line-bus incidence matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, a, a</td>
<td>Slack pressure variables in Fig. 4 [Pa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Admittance matrix [p.u.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP_e, BP_s</td>
<td>Start/end of gas network balancing period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cCG, cGT, cRG</td>
<td>Cost of generation [£/MWh]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c₀</td>
<td>Cost of natural gas [£/MWh]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz</td>
<td>Additional gas withdrawal [m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cz, Cz</td>
<td>Upper/lower limit to Cz [m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGENS_b</td>
<td>Non-gas conventional generators at bus b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Pipe diameter [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_P, D_N</td>
<td>Max gas demand for generation [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_N, D_n, D_n,P</td>
<td>Max gas demand not for generation [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_n, D_n_P</td>
<td>Gas demands [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Speed of sound in gas [m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_g</td>
<td>Limit to increase in gas generation [MJ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED_b</td>
<td>Electrical demand at bus b [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f₁, f₂</td>
<td>Objective functions of OPFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fₙ_s</td>
<td>Forecast generation status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fanning transmission factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Forecast system gas demand [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD_p</td>
<td>Forecast generation gas demand [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD_n</td>
<td>Forecast non-generation gas demand [m³/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH, FH_t</td>
<td>Forecast transmission line power flows [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Forecast linepack [m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP, FP</td>
<td>Forecast real power output of generators [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP_RG</td>
<td>Forecast generation capability [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Forecast reserve provided by generator [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Forecast gas supply [m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>Forecast system reserve requirements [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW, FSW₃</td>
<td>Forecast (zonal) linepack swing [m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU, FU_b</td>
<td>Forecast net power injection by bus [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGENS_b</td>
<td>Gas turbines at bus b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT_z, GT_z</td>
<td>Gas turbines in zone z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H, H_l</td>
<td>Transmission line power flows [MW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_l</td>
<td>Transmission line rating [p.u.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well recognized that with increasing penetration of renewable energy sources such as wind and photovoltaics, the need for balancing the power system through flexible resources will increase. In particular, forecast errors and variability in the renewable generation output will require additional reserves and ramping capability to follow net load variation. Furthermore, with various possible scenarios that have been envisaged to carry out decarbonisation of the heating sector (see for instance [1] for the UK), electricity demand will be more and more affected by heating requirements, for example due to electrification of heating via electric heat pumps (EHP) and the introduction of high efficiency combined heat and power (CHP) facilities. In particular, large EHP penetration may lead, amongst others, to even further changes in the net load ramps. It is therefore essential to be able to quantify the power systems flexibility requirements and capability taking into account decarbonisation options not only for the electrical sector, but also for the heating sector.

With regards to options to provide power system flexibility, it is expected that gas turbines will increasingly be the conventional generator of choice to meet variable and unpredicted changes in net demand for balancing purposes [2]. As such, power system flexibility will more and more depend on the gas networks ability to meet the fuel requirements of combined-cycle gas turbines (CCGTs). In particular, rising shares of variable and relatively unpredictable renewables will cause gas turbines to rely increasingly on the gas network’s linepack storage should they be required to ramp up at unforeseen times [3]. On the other hand, the changes occurring in the heating sector might also impact substantially on the gas demand and network flexibility requirements and capability in manifold ways, depending on specific technology scenarios. For example, it is likely that electrification of heating will reduce the overall gas demand for direct heating (in gas boilers) and so increase the dominance of power stations’ demand in the overall gas flow. Hence, the effects of variable power stations’ demands on the gas network will be exacerbated. On the other hand, both EHP and CHP technologies will change the overall volumes and load patterns of gas usage, which will impact on the storage intrinsically available in the pipelines’ linepack [4] and therefore on the gas network’s ability to provide flexibility and balance supply and demand. The compounded effects that changes in the linepack due to different low carbon heating scenarios might bring about in the presence of large scale penetration of renewables are completely unexplored. This paves the way to the need for developing an integrated electricity and gas network flexibility analysis framework considering future low-carbon electricity and heat options in a truly multi-energy system context [5].

For evaluations of power system flexibility, several papers have been recently written (see for instance [6]–[8]) where flexibility metrics have been developed and the ability of the power system to meet net load requirements assessed, although without consideration for gas network constraints. Impact of changes in the heating sector on the net ramp rates have not been assessed either. Some integrated gas and electrical models [9]–[12] have been proposed that consider constraints between the two networks; in particular, [10] presents examples where gas network limitations impose constraints on electrical generator operation. However, there is no consideration as to gas network limitations on gas turbine ramping and ability to provide system balancing. On the other
hand, in [12] models have been developed to assess the coordinated daily scheduling of gas turbines and the operation of the gas network, although without accounting for a within-day evaluation of the ability of the gas turbines to change their output or for the flexibility of the gas network to support such ability. In [3] a gas network flexibility model has been developed where an assessment is made to the arbitrage strategies of gas shippers using daily gas balancing; however, there is no consideration for the operational flexibility and the ability of the gas network to respond to changes in supply/demand. In any case, the implications of changes in the heating sector on electrical and/or gas flexibility requirements and capability have never been assessed. In this respect, even previous work of the author on heat-gas-electricity interactions [13] does not assess changes in the heating sector on the net ramp rates or the flexibility implication for the electricity and the gas networks.

The work here aims at bridging the gaps identified above. In particular, it is the first to develop an integrated gas and electric flexibility model, and a relevant flexibility metric, to assess the ability of the transmission networks to react to changes in the power sector due to intermittent renewables including the ability to follow net loads and provide reserve.

The proposed assessment framework and metric evaluate the quantity of gas in the network which is available to gas turbines at their locality and then determines possible limits to the turbine’s operation because of a shortfall of gas. In particular, considering the intrinsic storage characteristics available in the gas network’s pipelines as a means of evaluating its short-term \(^1\) flexibility capability, limits are defined in terms of constraints on the additional energy output of the turbine over a period of time. In this respect, as a further key novelty and contribution, specific inter-network inter-temporal constraints are formulated and included in classical electrical Optimal Power Flow (OPF) modelling to account for the local flexibility constraints imposed by the gas network, also showing how reduced flexibility in a given area of the network may restrict the ability of gas turbines in that region to provide power system reserve.

The combined flexibility assessment relies on a multi-stage integrated electricity and gas model specifically developed. More specifically, the availability of gas is evaluated using a novel gas network analysis methodology composed of a steady-state gas flow model to assess the network’s planned operation and a transient gas flow model for the determination of the continual change to the network’s state. On the power system side, gas and electrical transmission network interactions are evaluated using two DC OPFs, namely, the first in the time-ahead scheduling of the gas network operation, and the second in the determination the real-time gas generators’ dispatch (with the 2nd OPF also accounting for the constraints imposed by the gas network and whose results are finally used to determine the actual gas demand).

As mentioned earlier, another novel contribution is assessing the use of alternative heat sources as part of a low-carbon energy system in terms of impact and flexibility implications on the integrated electricity and gas system, thus leading to a truly multi-energy system assessment. In order to do so, hourly heat profiles at a regional level are used, which points out, in particular, the changes in net load ramps that are required in the presence of electrification of heating.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the main features of the integrated gas and electrical network modelling introduced for the analysis, while Section III discusses the proposed methodology for integrated gas and electrical flexibility assessment and the relevant metric put forward. The system-level modelling of the heating sector for the purposes of integrated heat-gas-electrical multi-energy flexibility studies is discussed in Section IV. The methodology is applied to case studies based on the Great Britain (GB) gas and electrical transmission networks, which are presented in Section V. Conclusions are given in Section VI. Finally, Appendix A discusses the evaluation of gas network supply flows, Appendix B describes the use of the finite-difference scheme in modelling the transient gas flow equations, and Appendix C gives a proof to a monotonicity property of steady-state gas flows used in the flexibility analysis.

II. INTEGRATED GAS AND ELECTRICAL NETWORK MODELLING

A. OVERALL MULTI-STAGE METHODOLOGY FOR INTEGRATED FLEXIBILITY ASSESSMENT

At a given time \(t_0\), the gas network flexibility is determined and the electrical constraints evaluated using the multistage model outlined in Fig. 1. This procedure begins with an assessment of the forecasted gas demand for electrical generation (gas and electrical networks are typically coupled at gas-fueled power stations and CHP facilities). This is carried out using a DC OPF with consideration of the forecasted meteorological conditions for the variable generation. The resulting gas demand for electricity generation is then combined with the non-power gas demand (which is highly correlated with the heat demand requirements) to determine the total forecasted gas demand (Stage A of Fig. 1). This is combined, in Stage B, with the gas network’s state to evaluate the integrated gas and electricity flexibility metric using the steady-state gas flow modelling as part of the analysis (Section III). The flexibility metric is then used to define inter-network ramping constraints on the second OPF that aims at evaluating the dispatch of the generators. After evaluation of the gas demands and supplies for a given time snapshot, a transient gas flow is used to assess the state of the gas network at the consequent time period. In the application of the methodology in the case studies, following the UK electricity market arrangements, time periods of 30 mins have been considered for each iteration of Fig. 1. However, the methodology is more general and may be applied to systems with alternative operational and market arrangements.

---

\(^1\) By “short-term” flexibility in this paper we mean the ability to respond to intraday changes in the gas network (in case prompted by the electrical network) over the forthcoming few hours; in these timescales, other sources of flexibility, e.g., gas storage, have limited ability to respond.
B. “Stage A” OPF and assessment of forecasted gas demand

As aforementioned, in Stage A the 1\textsuperscript{st} of two DC OPF analyses is conducted to assess the gas required for electrical generation for ahead scheduling of the gas system operation. More specifically, based on the forecasted generation capability $F_{PG}(t)$ of the renewable generators $RG$, for each time $t$ the OPF assesses the non-gas conventional generators $CG$ and gas turbines $GT$ forecasted real power outputs ($F_{PG}$ and $F_{GT}$, respectively), as well as the actual output $F_{PG}$ of the renewable generators. The 1\textsuperscript{st} OPF is expressed as

$$f_1(FP) = \sum_{cg} c_{cg} \cdot F_{PG}(t) + \sum_{gt} c_{gt} \cdot F_{GT}(t) + \sum_{rg} c_{rg} \cdot F_{PG}(t)$$ (1)

subject to

$$\begin{align*}
FH(t) &= X^{-1}A^{-1}B^{-1}FU(t) \\
FU_b(t) &= \sum_{cg \in CGENS_B} F_{PG}(t) + \sum_{gt \in CGENS_T} F_{GT}(t) + \sum_{rg \in RG} F_{PG}(t) - ED_b(t) \tag{2}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
P_{CG} &\leq F_{PG}(t) \leq P_{CG} & \text{if } f_{SCG}(t) = 1 \\
P_{CG} &\leq F_{PG}(t) = F_{PG} & \text{if } f_{SCG}(t) = 0 \\
P_{GT} &\leq F_{GT}(t) \leq P_{GT} & \text{if } f_{SGT}(t) = 1 \\
F_{GT}(t) &\leq 0 & \text{if } f_{SGT}(t) = 0 \\
0 &\leq F_{PG}(t) \leq F_{PG} & \tag{3}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\sum_{cg} F_{RG}(t) + \sum_{gt} F_{RG}(t) &\geq FSR(t) \tag{4}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
F_{RG}(t) &= f_{SCG}(t) \cdot \min\{\overbar{P}_{CG}, P_{CG} - F_{PG}(t)\} \\
F_{GT}(t) &= f_{SGT}(t) \cdot \min\{\overbar{P}_{GT}, P_{GT} - F_{PG}(t)\} \tag{5}
\end{align*}$$

In (1): $FP$ is the vector of forecasted real power outputs indexed by the generators; each non-gas conventional generator is modelled with a fixed marginal cost $c_{CG}$ while each of the gas turbines has cost equal to $c_{GT} = c_{g}/\eta_{GT}$, with $\eta_{GT}$ being the generator’s efficiency and $c_{g}$ the cost of natural gas; and the renewable generators $RG$ are modelled with a marginal cost $c_{RG}$ equal to zero. The vector $FH$ of transmission line power flows are described by (2), where $B$ is the admittance matrix, $A$ the line-bus incidence matrix, $X$ the diagonal matrix with the line impedances as entries, and $FU$ is the vector of net power injection $FU_b$ at each network bus $b$. Relation (3) describes this net power injection $U_b$, where $ED_b$ is the electrical demand and $CGENS_B$ (resp. $GGENS_B$, $RGENS_B$) is the set of conventional non-gas (resp. gas, renewable) generators at bus $b$. Each transmission line $l$ has the magnitude of its real power flow $FH_l$ limited by $H_l$ in (4). All conventional generators (gas and non-gas) are modelled with consideration of their installed capacity ($P_{CG}$ and $P_{GT}$) and Minimum Stable Generation (MSG) levels ($P_{CG}$ and $P_{GT}$) in (5) and (6), where $f_{SCG}(t)$ and $f_{SGT}(t)$ denote whether the generators are online or offline at $t$. Relation (7) bounds the actual renewable generation output with its maximum possible production at time $t$. Finally, each generator $CG$ and $GT$ contributes a certain amount of reserve $F_{RG}$ and $F_{GT}$ to fulfill the system reserve requirements $FSR$ in (8), with reserve provision from each generator limited by their 30 minute ramp rates $\overbar{P}_{CG}$ and $\overbar{P}_{GT}$ and the available generation headroom at time $t$, as from (9)–(10) [14].

If the results of the OPF indicate that the gas generator $GT$ has forecasted real power output $F_{PG}(t)$ at time $t$, then the volumetric gas demand for this generator is given by $F_{PG}(t)/(HHV \cdot \eta_{GT})$, where $HHV$ is the higher heating value of the gas which describes its energy content per unit volume (in MJ/m$^3$). This first OPF forecasts the total gas demand for the gas generators

$$FD_p(t) = \sum_{gt} F_{PG}(t)/(HHV \cdot \eta_{GT}) \tag{11}$$

which, when combined with the predicted non-power gas demand $FD_N(t)$, determines the overall forecasted gas demand

$$FD(t) = FD_p(t) + FD_N(t) \tag{12}$$

This forecasted demand is used for the assessment of the upper and lower linepack limits and of the network supply flows and gas network operation.

C. Steady-state gas flow analysis

The modelling of the time-ahead scheduling of the gas network requires the evaluation of the system with a steady-state gas flow analysis. In the formulation each pipe $\pi$ has gas flow rate $Q_{\pi}$ [m$^3$/s] which is related to its start and end pressures, $p_{\pi,1}$ and $p_{\pi,2}$ [Pa] by

$$\text{sign}(Q_{\pi})Q_{\pi}^{\alpha} = K_{\pi}(p_{\pi,1}^{\beta} - p_{\pi,2}^{\beta}) \tag{13}$$

where $\alpha > 1$ is a constant which depends on the flow model used for the steady-state analysis and $K_{\pi}$ is a constant which depends on the gas flow model and pipe and gas characteristics. Within a gas network, compressor stations are usually used to maintain pressures caused by pressure drops. To each compressor station $CP$ is associated an inlet node $CP_{in}$ and outlet node $CP_{out}$ with corresponding pressures $p_{CP_{in}}, p_{CP_{out}}$ and a flow rate $Q_{CP}$. For a given gas network node $n$, if $\Pi_n$ are the pipes adjacent to $n$, and if there is at $n$
the outlet to compressor station $CP_1$ or inlet to compressor station $CP_2$, then the conservation of mass at $n$ is described by

$$
\sum_{n \in \mathcal{H}_n} Q_n + Q_{CP_1} - Q_{CP_2} = D_n - S_n \quad (14)
$$

where $D_n$ and $S_n$ are the demand and supply flows at node $n$. It is assumed that each compressor station $CP$ is modelled by a fixed compressor ratio $\beta_{CP}$, i.e.,

$$
p_{CP_{out}} = \beta_{CP} \cdot p_{CP_{in}} \quad (15)
$$

Finally, a slack pressure node $n_s$ is introduced into the modelling and associated with a fixed pressure

$$
p_{n_s} = p_{n_s} \quad (16)
$$

Resolving (13), (14), (15) and (16) for each node and pipe in the network defines its pressures and flows. Following [13] [15], these equations are solved using the Newton node method. The explicit and detailed application of the steady-state gas flow analysis in assessing the upper and lower linepack limits and as a step to determine the flexibility metric (Stage B of Fig. 1) is presented in Section III.

D. 2nd OPF with constraints from the gas network

The integrated flexibility modelling defines limits on the ability of gas turbines to change their output based on the availability of gas in a given gas network zone $z$. As will be presented in Section III.C, the quantity $W_z(t_0)$ imposes constraints on the ability for the generators to increase their output over a time period $T$. In Stage C of Fig. 1, a 2nd OPF is used to assess the actual dispatch of the gas generators at $t_0$, including these inter-network ramping constraints while continuing to satisfy the other system and reserve requirements. This 2nd OPF is described by

minimize $f_2(P) = \sum_{CG} c_{CG} \cdot P_{CG}(t_0) + \sum_{GT} c_{GT} \cdot P_{GT}(t_0) + \sum_{RG} c_{RG} \cdot P_{RG}(t_0)$

subject to

$$
H(t_0) = X^{-1} A B^{-1} U(t_0) \quad (18)
$$

$$
U_b(t_0) = \sum_{CG \in \mathcal{G}_{ENS}_b} P_{CG}(t_0) + \sum_{GT \in \mathcal{G}_{ENS}_b} P_{GT}(t_0) + \sum_{RG \in \mathcal{G}_{ENS}_b} P_{RG}(t_0) - E D_b(t_0) \quad (19)
$$

$$
P_{CG} \leq P_{CG}(t_0) \leq \bar{P}_{CG} \quad \text{if } s_{CG}(t_0) = 1 \quad (20a)
$$

$$
P_{CG}(t_0) = 0 \quad \text{if } s_{CG}(t_0) = 0 \quad (20b)
$$

$$
P_{GT} \leq P_{GT}(t_0) \leq \bar{P}_{GT} \quad \text{if } s_{GT}(t_0) = 1 \quad (21a)
$$

$$
P_{GT}(t_0) = 0 \quad \text{if } s_{GT}(t_0) = 0 \quad (21b)
$$

$$
0 \leq P_{RG}(t_0) \leq \bar{P}_{RG}(t_0) \quad (22a)
$$

$$
\sum_{CG} P_{CG}(t_0) + \sum_{GT} P_{GT}(t_0) \geq \delta_{R}(t_0) \quad (22b)
$$

$$
0 \leq P_{RG}(t_0) \leq \bar{P}_{RG}(t_0) \quad (23)
$$

$$
R_{CG}(t_0) = s_{CG}(t_0) \cdot \min \{ R_{CG}, \bar{P}_{CG} - P_{CG}(t_0) \} \quad (24a)
$$

$$
R_{GT}(t_0) = s_{GT}(t_0) \cdot \min \{ R_{GT}, \bar{P}_{GT} - P_{GT}(t_0) \} \quad (24b)
$$

$$
\sum_{GT \in \mathcal{T}_2} [ P_{GT}(t_0) + R_{GT}(t_0) - F P_{GT}(t_0) ] \cdot \Delta T_E + \sum_{GT \in \mathcal{T}_2} F R_{GT}(t) \cdot \Delta T_E \leq W_z(t_0) \quad (27)
$$

where $P_{CG}, P_{GT}, P_{RG}$ are the real power outputs of the non-gas fueled generators, the gas fueled generators and the renewable generators, respectively, and $P$ is the vector of real power outputs indexed by the generators. The maximum output $P_{RG}(t_0)$ of each renewable generator is now limited by the prevailing meteorological conditions. The vector $U$ of net power injections $U_b$ and $H$ of transmission line real power flow $H_l$ are described by (18) and (19) with the latter continuing to satisfy the line constraints (20). The variables $s_{CG}$ and $s_{GT}$ describe whether $CG$ and $GT$ are online at $t_0$. The fact that the reserve $R_{CG}$ and $R_{GT}$ provided by the non-gas and gas conventional generators satisfies the system reserve requirements $SR(t_0)$ is modelled by (24)–(26). Finally, as a key novelty and contribution, relation (27) imposes limits on the electrical network due to bounds on the flexibility of the gas network. More specifically, let us consider the flexibility modelling discussed in detail in Section III.C, and in particular the constraint (52) (reported here as (28) for clarity):

$$
\int_{t_0}^{t_0+T} \left[ P_{GT_{G}}(t) \cdot R_{GT_z}(t) - F P_{GT_z}(t) \right] \, dt \leq W_z(t_0) \quad (28)
$$

where, for each zone $z$, $P_{GT_z}$ (resp. $F P_{GT_z}$, $R_{GT_z}$) is the power output (resp. forecast power output, reserve contribution) of the set of gas turbines in the zone. Then, upon the introduction of the time resolution $\Delta T_E$ (e.g., 30 mins) of the OPF simulation, the left-hand side of (28) can be approximated by

$$
\sum_{t=t_0+\Delta T_E\ldots t_0+T} \left[ P_{GT_z}(t) - F P_{GT_z}(t) + R_{GT_z}(t) \right] \cdot \Delta T_E \quad (29)
$$

It is assumed that, at $t_0$, the OPF will assess the generator dispatch to fulfill the demands at $t_0$ while being able to satisfy the forecasted power system requirements determined by the forecast OPF. Hence, for $t > t_0$, $P_{GT_z}(t)$ is set to $F P_{GT_z}(t)$ and $R_{GT_z}(t)$ is set to $F R_{GT_z}(t)$. Therefore, the restrictions that the integrated gas and electrical network flexibility imposes on the dispatch of generators is expressed by (27), where the summations are over the collection of gas turbines in the zone $GT_z$.

E. Assessment of actual gas requirements and gas network state by transient flow analysis

The results of the 2nd OPF now define the gas demand for generation for the next gas network transient analysis. Each gas generator $GT$ is associated with a gas node $n$ so that the gas demand for electrical generation at the node is given by

$$
D_{n,P}(t) = \sum_{\text{Gas turbine } GT \text{ at node } n} P_{GT}(t)/(HHV \cdot \eta_{GT}) \quad (30)
$$

The resulting gas demand at node $n$ is then given by

$$
D_{n}(t) = D_{n,P}(t) + D_{n,N}(t) \quad (31)
$$

where $D_{n,N}(t)$ is the non-power demand at $n$. These demands are then used in a transient gas flow analysis to model the gas network’s state at a given time. This transient analysis is required for two reasons. Firstly, successful intraday
modelling of gas networks and assessment of its state at a
given time within the day is only possible with a transient gas
flow which can account for its dynamic nature. Secondly, the
network operation is based on the forecasted gas demand. As
such, forecast errors in the demand may lead to gas network
states with reduced flexibility. Therefore, in order to
successfully assess this characteristic, it is necessary to
consider the supply-demand flow imbalance via a transient gas
flow analysis.

Upon unforecasted changes to the gas demand and
consequent utilization of linepack, the gas network may be
able to respond through, for example, a change in supply
flows (e.g., from gas terminals). The operational practice of
gas network shippers in changing supply flows, as well as its
impact on the network’s linepack, can vary widely for
different networks. However, for networks such as the GB
network, the shipper’s response to forecast errors in demand
may impact the network’s flexibility. The change in system
supply flows may be estimated through historical shipper
actions and network characteristics and, in the case studies,
are evaluated with consideration of the network’s current state
and forecast demand flows (see Appendix A for details).

For the transient gas flow, under the standard assumption
of isothermal gas flow in a horizontal pipe, the pressures and
flows in a section of pipe are described by three relations,
namely, the equation of state (32) and the continuity and
motion equations (33) and (34) [16]:

\[
P = \frac{Z \rho e}{
\frac{\partial M}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = 0 \quad (33)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( 1 - \frac{e^2 M^2}{A^2 p^2} \right) + \frac{2 e^2 M |M|}{F^2 dA^2} + \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial t} + \frac{e^2 \partial M^2}{A \partial x} \right) = 0 \quad (34)
\]

where \( p \) is the pressure [Pa], \( Z \) is the compressibility factor [dimensionless], \( R_{\text{spec}} \) is the specific gas constant for natural
gas [J/kg K], \( \Theta \) is the absolute temperature [K], \( \rho \) is the
density [kg/m³], \( e \) is the speed of wave propagation in the gas
[m/s], \( M \) is the pipe flow rate [kg/s], \( x \) is the distance along
the pipeline [m], \( t \) is time [s], \( d \) is the pipe diameter [m], \( A \) is the
pipe’s cross-sectional area [m²], and \( F \) is the Fanning
transmission factor [dimensionless]. Given a set of nodal
supply and demand flows \( S_n(t) \) and \( D_n(t) \), the network flows,
pressures, and hence linepack throughout the network are
assessed with consideration of relations (32)-(34), the
conservation of mass at each of the network nodes (14), and
the compressor modelling (15), as discussed in Appendix B.

3 For simplicity, and without loss of generality, only forecast errors in
the gas generation demand due to wind generation (and the relevant need for
reserve from flexible gas turbines), as assessed with the two OPFs, have been
considered. However, the proposed framework could readily include other
forecast errors too, for example for electrical demand and solar generation (by
the OPFs), or for heat demand (whose impact on gas demand can be assessed
within the forecasted non-power gas supply).

III. INTEGRATED GAS AND ELECTRICITY FLEXIBILITY
MODELLING

This section develops the integrated gas and electricity
flexibility modelling and introduces a relevant metric which
defines limits on the ability of gas power stations to alter their
consumption over a given timeframe. This metric may be
used, for example, by gas network system operators in
assessing whether a request by a gas power station to change
their output can be accommodated by the gas network. The
section begins with a general discussion of the “linepack” of a
gas pipeline and introduces the concept of “linepack
flexibility” which is developed here. There then follows
the formulation of how these concepts have been extended from
pipelines and applied to gas networks, also taking into account
local requirements. Finally the integrated gas and electrical
flexibility metric is presented in Section III.C.

As will be discussed, the methodology considers the
forecasted gas network flows over the consequent 24 hours.
To exemplify practical implementation, in the case studies
which are based on the operational practice of the GB gas
network, these are modelled considering hourly intervals.

A. Linepack and pipeline flexibility

The linepack of a pipe is defined as the quantity of gas it
contains at a given time, usually measured with respect to the
volume at normal temperature and pressure (NTP). If the pipe
\( \pi \) has volume \( V \) and the start and end pressures are \( p_{\pi1} \) and
\( p_{\pi2} \) [Pa] (with \( p_{\pi1} \geq p_{\pi2} \) respectively, then if \( p_{\pi,NTP} \) is
the pressure at NTP, the linepack \( L_{\pi} \) [m³] is given by [17]

\[
L_{\pi} = \frac{Z V}{p_{\pi,NTP}} 2 \left( \frac{p_{\pi1} + p_{\pi2}}{p_{\pi1} + p_{\pi2}} \right) \quad (35)
\]

Linepack plays a number of roles in gas network operation
including maintaining minimum offtake pressures,
maintaining flow characteristics, and allowing for variations in
the supply and demand which may not be balanced
instantaneously [17]. As such, not all the linepack is available
to electrical generators. In particular, the linepack for transport
requirements is defined as that necessary to support the
gas flow operation while meeting minimum offtake
pressures. It is assessed by considering the day’s maximum
flow conditions, which are dictated by the maximum supply or
demand rate for the day. This has been modelled by
considering the peak “non-power” gas demand (depending on
the forecasted heat demand for the day) and the maximum gas
demand for gas power plants. The assessment of the
maximum gas demand for power stations may consider, for
example, the unit’s capacity, its daily gas offtake flow limit, or
other factors limiting its output within the day. In the
modelling below and in the case studies it has been determined by considering their maximum power output.
More specifically, if the gas turbine \( GT \) has capacity \( \overline{P}_{GT} \), then the maximum gas demand for the power station is given by

3 As presented in [18], the pressure shock effects of sudden CCGT ramps is
minor in comparison to pressure differences due to flow requirements, hence
pressure variations due to ramp rates have been neglected and, conversely,
restrictions on ramp rates have not been included as a limiting factor.
\( \frac{P_{CT}}{HHV \cdot \eta_{CT}} \). Hence, if they are not constrained to operate at maximum capacity, this allows power stations to have the flexibility to change their power output profile over a given time period while consuming the same amount of gas. Hence, if the maximum power and non-power demand \([m^3/s]\) for the day is \(D_p\) and \(D_N\), respectively, then the flow \(D_p + D_N\) at minimum and maximum pressure (Fig. 2) defines the minimum and maximum linepack for transport of the pipe.

The assessment as to how much of the linepack buffer is available for gas network flexibility first requires consideration of the linepack swing. “Linepack swing” is the cyclical change in the linepack which is a consequence of the demand-supply mismatch facilitated by the storage characteristics of the gas network, and is an important operational characteristic of gas networks. With technical and regulatory restrictions on the ability of gas suppliers to vary their flows on an hour-to-hour basis [20], daily linepack swing results from the supply flow being relatively flat compared to the demand profile. The change in linepack as a consequence of the daily linepack swing is exemplified in Fig. 3. It is therefore necessary, so as to avoid pressure violations, that linepack is reserved for this intraday variation. The amount of gas required for this variation depends on the predicted demand and supply for the day. If \(t_0\) is the start of the considered linepack swing cycle which ends at \(t_e\) the forecasted supply and demand are given by \(FS(t)\) and \(FD(t)\), \(t \in (t_0, t_e)\), then the forecasted linepack swing \(FSW(t) [m^3]\) for this period is given by

\[
FSW(t) = \int_{t_0}^{t} FS(\tau) - FD(\tau) \, d\tau
\]  

Then at each time \(t\) we can consider an upper and lower linepack limit, \(L(t)\) and \(\bar{L}(t) [m^3]\) defined by

\[
\bar{L}(t) = \bar{TR} + FSW(t) - \max \{FSW(\tau) \mid \tau \in (t_0, t_e)\}
\]

\[
L(t) = TR + FSW(t) - \min \{FSW(\tau) \mid \tau \in (t_0, t_e)\}
\]

and we call the interval \((L(t), \bar{L}(t))\) the linepack flexibility at \(t\).

A linepack flexibility utilization period has been incorporated into the modelling, which associates a timeframe over which gas in the network may be withdrawn or injected for flexibility. This period is dependent on the gas network as well as its ability to redispach its operation. For example, larger gas networks, where changes to supply flows take longer to filtrate through the network before reaching demand, may consider a longer flexibility utilization period. Meanwhile, gas networks which actively manage their operation, for example through the use of compressor stations, may consider shorter time frames. If the linepack flexibility utilization period has length \(T\), then we can describe the linepack flexibility (Fig. 3) as the space of all permissible temporal variations in linepack, expressed by

4 Linepack swing may occur over a range of timescales, typically up to one week, according to different market practices and network configurations, interconnections and sizes. However, in the context of this work, following the natural demand cycle and common UK market arrangements, a reference period of one day (the most common average cycle length) is considered.
We can then assess the ability of the pipeline to change its supply/demand profile from that forecast in the interval \((t_0, t_0 + T)\) by limiting the net change in linepack to \(\Delta L(t_0) = L(t_0) - \bar{L}(t_0)\) and \(\bar{L}(t_0) - L(t_0)\). The utilization of the linepack flexibility is exemplified in Fig. 3, where an increase in generation at \(t_0\) causes a decrease in the pipe’s linepack which remains within the limits defined by \(L(t)\) and \(\bar{L}(t)\). After the withdrawal, the pipe is able to continue to operate satisfying flow and pressure requirements while at a reduced linepack.

Upon an increase in demand, gas may be replenished by increasing supply flows (from terminal or storage facilities) and the consequent impact may be assessed by updating the forecasted flows and re-evaluating the linepack flexibility for the consequent time period. Hence, the proposed methodology also allows for incorporation of the flexibility offered by other gas sources (and in particular storage) into the assessment. On the other hand, as mentioned above, the short-term (a few hours) response that the network may need in order to cope with fast changes in power plant dispatch can only be provided by the linepack flexibility discussed here.

Fig. 3. Typical daily linepack variation, flexibility and example utilization.

**B. Gas network flexibility analysis and linepack zones**

When extending the concepts of linepack flexibility from a single pipe to a whole network, there are a number of further considerations. The linepack in the network will not be evenly distributed and some areas of the network may have greater limitations/potential in offering flexibility. As such, it can be beneficial to consider the partitioning of the network into linepack zones defined by collections of pipes; this is a practical viewpoint taken by the GB gas network system operator when operating the GB network based on rules and experience.

Each such zone \(z\) will be assigned relevant indices so that \(TR_z, \bar{TR}_z, \bar{L}_z(t), \) and \(L_z(t)\) are analogous to \(\Delta R, \bar{R}, \bar{L}(t),\) and \(L(t)\) for a single pipe, respectively.

In order to formally estimate the linepack of each zone for a given system, a specific iterative procedure (see Fig. 4) has been developed. The procedure takes as an input a minimum/maximum system pressure or a predefined system linepack and determines the steady-state gas flow for this system minimum/maximum pressure or linepack. Namely, as the network pressures of a steady-state gas flow are defined by the fixed pressure (slack) node [13], and, moreover, when the compressor stations are modelled with a fixed compression ratio, the pipe’s pressures, and hence linepack, are monotonically increasing with respect to this slack pressure (see Appendix C), then iteratively evaluating the steady-state gas flow for varying slack pressure will lead to the desired steady-state gas flow corresponding to the minimum/maximum pressure or linepack. In particular, the bisection method is used to determine the slack pressure for each iteration while converging to the desired minimum/maximum pressure or linepack (Fig. 4). The resulting steady-state gas flow determines the pipe pressures and, using (35), their linepack. The linepack for each zone is determined by summing the linepack for each of the zone’s pipes. This methodology is applied in the determination of the zones minimum (resp. maximum) transport linepack \(TR_z\) (resp. \(\bar{TR}_z\)) for a day by considering the steady-state gas flow for the networks forecasted maximum power and non-power demands \(\bar{D}_p\) and \(\bar{D}_n\) along with the system’s minimum and maximum pressures \(\bar{p}\) and \(\bar{p}\).

Fig. 4. Determination of zonal linepacks for a predefined system minimum/maximum pressure or linepack.

The methodology of Fig. 4 has also been used in the determination the upper and lower zonal linepack limits \(\bar{L}_z(t)\) and \(L_z(t)\), described below. For the system linepack \(L(t_0)\) at \(t_0\) and forecasted system linepack swing \(FSW(t)\) as defined by (38) then the system forecasted linepack \(FL(t)\) is given by

\[
FL(t) = L(t_0) + FSW(t)
\]

For each \(t\), the system linepack \(FL(t)\) is inputted into the procedure of Fig. 4 which returns the forecasted zonal linepacks \(FL_z(t)\). The forecasted zonal linepack swings \(FSW_z(t)\) are then defined by

\[
FSW_z(t) = FL_z(t) - FL_z(t_0)
\]
Analogously to (39) and (40), the upper and lower zonal linepack limits are respectively defined by

\[
\overline{L}_z(t) = \overline{TR}_z + \overline{FSW}_z(t) - \max \{ \{FSW_z(t) | \tau > t_0 \} \} \tag{44}
\]

\[
\underline{L}_z(t) = \overline{TR}_z + \overline{FSW}_z(t) - \min \{ \{FSW_z(t) | \tau > t_0 \} \} \tag{45}
\]

C. Integrated gas and electrical network flexibility

The extent of the upper and lower linepack flexibility depends on the networks state at \( t_0 \). If the linepack in zone \( z \) is \( L_z(t_0) \), then the quantity of gas \( C_z(t_0) \) [m³] that may be withdrawn from the linepack has bounds given by

\[
C_z(t_0) \leq C_z(t_0) \leq \overline{C}_z(t_0) \tag{46}
\]

where

\[
\overline{C}_z(t_0) = L_z(t_0) - \overline{L}_z(t_0) \tag{47}
\]

\[
\underline{C}_z(t_0) = L_z(t_0) - \overline{L}_z(t_0) \tag{48}
\]

The negative lower bound to \( C_z(t_0) \) signifies limits on, for example, gas storage withdrawal while the upper bound limits the ability of the gas generators to increase their output. If \( \eta_z \) is the efficiency\(^6\) of the gas generators in zone \( z \), the increase in the total generation output \( [\text{MJ}] \) in the linepack flexibility utilization period is limited to

\[
\overline{E}_z(t_0) = HHV \cdot \overline{C}_z(t_0) \cdot \eta_z \tag{49}
\]

Based on the above, it is therefore possible to introduce an integrated gas and electrical flexibility metric describing the limitations imposed on gas generators modifying their output over a flexibility utilization period of duration \( T \). More specifically, if the gas turbines \( GT_z \) in zone \( z \) have installed capacity \( \overline{PG}_{GT_z} \) [MW] and, at \( t_0 \), have a forecasted power output \( F\overline{PG}_{GT_z}(t) \) [MW], then the gas and electrical flexibility metric \( W_z(t_0) \) [MJ] is defined here as:

\[
W_z(t_0) = \min \left( \int_{\overline{PG}_{GT_z} - F\overline{PG}_{GT_z}(t) \bigg| dt, E_z(t_0) \right) \tag{50}
\]

In particular, if the power output of the generators is \( PG_{GT_z}(t) \), then the metric imposes the constraint:

\[
\int_{t_0}^{t_0+T} (PG_{GT_z}(t) - F\overline{PG}_{GT_z}(t)) dt \leq \overline{W}_z(t_0) \tag{51}
\]

The implementation of the restrictions imposed by \( W_z(t_0) \) may consider, as in (27) of the 2nd OPF in Section II.D, the fulfillment of system reserve requirements. In this manner, the reserve contribution \( R_{GT_z} \) of the generators in zone \( z \) may also be included within the constraints, i.e.,

\[
\int_{t_0}^{t_0+T} (PG_{GT_z}(t) + R_{GT_z}(t) - F\overline{PG}_{GT_z}(t)) dt \leq \overline{W}_z(t_0) \tag{52}
\]

This then also implies that not only generators’ setpoints but also reserves may need to be rescheduled due to gas network flexibility constraints, so that power system flexibility is affected even more by these new inter-network constraints.

\(^6\) For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, the efficiency is assumed to be the same for all gas generators in a linepack zone.
A. Electrical network data

The case studies are performed on a 29 busbar representation of the GB electrical transmission network (Fig. 5(a)). The generation portfolio considered is that put forward by National Grid in their Future Energy Scenarios under the Gone Green scenario at 2030 [24]. The capacity of each generator installed is presented in Table I as a fraction of the total installed capacity of 155GW along with the marginal generation cost, and, for the conventional generators, the MSG and 30 min ramp rates, each expressed as a fraction of the installed capacity. The cost of the gas-fueled generators depends on the gas price which is taken as 2.4 p/kWh as predicted in 2030 [24].

The solar and wind generation capability, i.e., the maximum possible generation without curtailment due to system constraints, has been assessed using historical meteorological conditions from 2004–05. For the solar profile, the levels of cloud cover at 10 locations throughout Britain have been considered. Each regional solar generation level at a given time is assessed considering the solar radiation and by using typical photovoltaics (PV) cell generation characteristics. Regarding wind generation, regional wind speeds from 39 locations in Britain have been combined with generation characteristics of a typical turbine to assess the wind generation output. The resulting generation capability for 12–18 December is illustrated in Fig. 6.

B. Gas network data

The gas network modelling is conducted on a 79 node representation (Fig. 5(b)) of the GB National Transmission System (NTS). The NTS operates 24 hour balancing regimes which begin at 06:00 each day and it is assumed that, at this time, the system operator has planned the gas network operation for the day. In order to exemplify the proposed methodology, the flexibility modelling here follows this operational protocol. For the first OPF, a persistence approach is used so that the wind speeds at $t_0$ are used in the determination of the forecasted gas demand $FD(t)$ and the planning of the gas network operation for the consequent 24 hours. Changes to the gas demand throughout the day are balanced with a change in the terminal flows. Based on the operational characteristics of the GB terminals [20], there is a two hour delay between unforeseen changes to the gas demand and changes to the flow rate of the terminals (Appendix A). The minimum and maximum network pressures used in the determination of the flexibility metric are taken as 38bar and 70 bar, respectively.

C. Heat, electrical and gas demand data and analysis

Historical temperatures and electrical demands from 2012–13 have been used to model the zonal heat requirements at half-hourly intervals for the 405 GB Local Authorities. For example, the system heat demand for the peak winter day is shown in Fig. 7.

The gas and electrical requirements to fulfil this heat demand depends on the levels of heat producing technologies installed. For each of the two scenarios the level of penetration of the gas and electrical heating technologies, based on pathways put forward in [27], are described in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Installed capacity</th>
<th>Cost (£/MWh)</th>
<th>MSG</th>
<th>30 min ramp rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCGT</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>$f_{\text{gas price}}$</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>Must run</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (inc. CCS)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>Must run</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCGT</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>$f_{\text{gas price}}$</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Renewables</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Electric heat pumps</th>
<th>Gas boiler</th>
<th>Combined heat-and-power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas-based heating</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased EHP</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The impact of alternative penetrations of heat producing technologies on the power sector is shown in Fig. 8 where, for each scenario, the generation output to meet the electrical demand is presented.

Fig. 8. Generation output to meet electrical demand for each scenario.

As an indication to the increased flexibility requirements of a power system with an increasingly electrified heating sector, Fig. 9 shows, the change over two hours in demand net of the renewable generation for the whole year, as returned by OPF modelling for the two scenarios considered. The results highlight a maximum 54% (resp. 78%) increase in the maximum upward (resp. downward) two hour ramps of the dispatchable generators. Furthermore, Fig. 10, shows, using historical meteorological data from 25 March 2004, how the combined effect of the evening reduction of solar generation and the increase in electricity demand for the heating sector in the Increased EHP scenario results in ramps of greater magnitude and length. In particular, the change in gas generation output between 16:00 and 19:00 is equal to 17GW with an average slope of 97 MW/min (Fig. 10(b)), against a ramp of 10GW and 57 MW/min average slope in the Gas-based scenario (Fig. 10(a)). This increase in the magnitude of the ramps follows from the utilization of gas generators as net-load following units required to meet the greater variations in electrical demand with the electrification of heating and greater penetration of solar generation. Hence, countries considering such changes to the heating sector as a means of reducing carbon emissions should also consider potential issues such as additional integrated flexibility requirements.

Fig. 9. Two hour change in demand net renewable generation for alternative heating scenarios.

Fig. 10. Combined effect of heating technologies and high penetration of solar generation on ramps of gas generators (a) Gas-based scenario; (b) Increased EHP scenario.

D. Computational implementation of flexibility modelling

The integrated flexibility modelling has been implemented in MATLAB and simulations conducted on a desktop computer with a 3.2GHz processor and 8GB RAM. To illustrate the computational requirements of the proposed integrated flexibility modelling framework, within each iteration of Fig. 1, the 1st OPF takes on average 3 mins, the assessment of the integrated gas and electrical network flexibility approximately 5 mins, the 2nd OPF approximately 30 secs, and the transient gas flow analysis takes approximately 3 mins.

E. Integrated gas and electrical flexibility analysis

To analyze the impact of alternative heating scenarios on the combined networks’ flexibility, the integrated gas and electrical flexibility metric discussed in Section III.C has been assessed for Zone A (Fig. 4(b)). Zone A has a large heat demand as well as 11GW of CCGT installed and so may be susceptible to the problem of reduced linepack. Hence, simulations were conducted with consideration of a flexibility utilization period of four hours. In Fig. 11, the integrated gas and electric flexibility metric for the week 12–18 December is presented for each scenario. In particular, the picture highlights the constraints arising from the zonal integrated gas and electrical flexibility metric in (50), whereby the additional generation capability of CCGTs (described by their upward generation capacity \( \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + T} \left[ P_{G_{T_z}} - F_{G_{T_z}}(t) \right] dt \)) is compared to the limits imposed by the gas network’s restriction to generation output \( E_T(t) \). In addition, the figure illustrates the effects of alternative heating technologies on the occasions when linepack flexibility imposes power system constraints. In particular, in the Gas-based scenario the number of hours in the week for which the gas generators in the zone would be incapable of fully utilizing their additional generation capacity due to restrictions in gas availability is equal to 90h, while in the Increased EHP scenario this number is equal to 42h.

Considering the reserve allocation (described by \( R_{G_{T}} \) of (26)) then the introduction of gas-related flexibility constraints results in, for the Gas-based (resp. Increased EHP) scenario, a 27% (resp. 19%) reduction in the reserve provided by the gas generators in zone A for the simulation week when compared to the analogous reserve allocation from the 1st OPF. As mentioned earlier, this highlights the need to consider the gas network’s capability at a given time when assessing power system’s flexibility requirements and scheduling reserves.
especially in the presence of different heating scenarios and a large amount of variable renewables.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a novel methodological framework, algorithmic implementation, and relevant metric have been presented for modelling and evaluation of integrated gas and electrical network flexibility, also taking into account changes in the heating sector, thus in the light of development of low-carbon multi-energy systems. This framework is based on integrated multi-stage electrical DC OPF and steady-state and transient gas network analysis modelling. The methodology allows for an evaluation of the ability of gas fueled generators to change their output throughout the day following net-demand requirements, considering a regional evaluation of the available gas network flexibility in the form of zonal linepack and its usage by gas turbines. In this respect, the methodology specifically considers the constraints that gas network’s local flexibility limits impose on the electrical network, by introducing new gas-related inter-network inter-temporal constraints in the “classical” OPF formulation. The proposed models have been applied in case studies on the GB gas and electrical transmission networks where the impacts of change in the heating sector on the integrated networks’ flexibility and the power system’s flexibility requirements and ability to provide reserve from local generators have been assessed.

The methodology and metric introduced may be incorporated into electrical system reliability studies to explore the impact of the gas network infrastructure on power system’s generation and reserve scheduling and dispatch, as well as into integrated operational models to assess the combined reliability of low-carbon multi-energy systems with different renewables and heating scenarios.

Future work aims at exploring in more detail other types of flexibility interactions between electricity and gas networks, for instance considering power-to-gas technologies [28].

APPENDIX A. ASSESSMENT OF GAS SUPPLY FLOWS

The GB gas network operates with daily gas balancing in which gas shippers aim to balance their supply and demand flows over a 24-hour period and try to maintain flat supply flows. This appendix summarizes the assessment of the supply flows for the case studies. For a balancing period which begins at \( BP_0 \) and ends at \( BP_{n+1} \), then, prior to the commencing of the period at \( BP_0 \), the forecasted supply flows for the 24 hours are presumed flat, i.e., the forecasted supplies at \( BP_0 \) are given by:

\[
FS_{BP_0}(t) = \int_{BP_0}^{BP_{n+1}} FD_{BP_0}(t) (BP_0 - BP_{n+1}) dt,
\]

where \( FD_{BP_0}(t) \) is the forecasted system demand at \( BP_0 \) for \( t \). When there is a change in the forecasted demand, as discussed in Section III.E, there is a time period \( T_D \) associated with the delay required for supply flows to respond to network changes (based on the response time of gas terminals [20], \( T_D \) is taken as two hours in the case studies). Then, for \( t_0 \in (BP_0, BP_{n+1} - T_D) \), if the change in forecasted demand between iterations of Fig. 1 is

\[
\Delta FD_{t_0} = \int_{t_0}^{BP_{n+1}} FD_{t_0}(t) - FD_{t_0-1}(t) dt,
\]

then the supply flows are updated so that

\[
FS_{t_0}(t) = \begin{cases} 
FS_{t_0-1}(t) + \frac{\Delta FD_{t_0}}{BP_{t_0} - t_0 - T_D} & \text{if } t - t_0 \geq T_D \\
FS_{t_0-1}(t) & \text{if } t - t_0 < T_D
\end{cases}
\]

For the remaining time in the balancing period, i.e., when \( t_0 \in (BP_0 - T_D, BP_{n+1}) \), then \( \Delta FD_{t_0} \) is included in the demand for the consequent balancing period. The nodal supplies at \( t_0 \) are evaluated using historical shipper actions and are such that they sum to \( FS_{t_0}(t_0) \). Similar approaches may also accommodate other market and balancing practices.

APPENDIX B. TRANSIENT GAS FLOW MODEL

As stated in Section II.E, the determination of the gas network state at a given time is assessed using transient gas flow analysis which is solved with a finite difference scheme. This appendix gives details on the construction of the scheme and the solution method. The analysis of the steady-state model is covered in Section II.C.

For a given section of pipe \( s \) of length \( \Delta x \) with, at \( t_0 \), start and end pressures \( p_{s,1} \) and \( p_{s,2} \) and start and end flow rates \( Q_{s,1} \) and \( Q_{s,2} \), then, at \( t_0 + \Delta t \), the start and end pressures \( p_{s,1}^′ \) and \( p_{s,2}^′ \) and flows \( Q_{s,1}^′ \) and \( Q_{s,2}^′ \) are described by approximating (33) and (34) by difference equations. The continuity equation (33) is approximated by

\[
\frac{\rho_{NTP} R_{spec} \partial \Theta}{A} \cdot \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x} \left( Q_{s,1}^′ + Q_{s,2}^′ \right) + \frac{p_{s}^′}{Z_s} - \frac{p_s}{Z_s} = 0
\]

while the motion equation (34) is approximated by

\[
\left( p_{s,1}^′ \right)^2 - \left( p_{s,2}^′ \right)^2 + \frac{\rho_{NTP} Q_{s,1}^′ \cdot Q_{s,2}^′}{2} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\rho_{NTP} \cdot p_s}{A} \cdot \frac{\Delta x}{\Delta t} \left( Q_{s,1}^′ + Q_{s,2}^′ - Q_{s,1} - Q_{s,2} \right) = 0
\]

where \( \rho_{NTP} \) is the density of gas at NTP, and \( p_s \) (resp. \( Z_s \)) is the pipe gas average pressure (resp. compressibility factor).

The system’s flows and pressures at the next time step \( t + \Delta t \) for all network pipe sections are then assessed by the solution of (14), (15), (55) and (56) for all pressures and flows using the Newton-Raphson method [16][28][29].

APPENDIX C. MONOTONICITY OF PRESSURES AND LINEPACK WITH RESPECT TO SLACK PRESSURE IN THE GAS NETWORK

In this appendix a proof is given for the fact, stated in Section III.B, that for given gas network demand and supply flows and with compressor stations modelled by fixed pressure ratio then the networks’ pressures and linepack are monotonically increasing relative to the slack node pressure.

Let \( n_1, n_2, \ldots \) be the network nodes, each node \( n_i \) having an associated pressure \( p_{n_i} \), and denote by \( n_l \) the network’s slack node. Considering a fixed set of nodal supply and demand flows and compressor pressure ratios, then for a set slack pressure \( p_{n_s} = p_{n_s}^* \), suppose that there exists a network node (\( n_1 \), say) such that \( \frac{dp_{n_1}}{dp_{n_s}} \bigg|_{p_{n_s}=p_{n_s}^*} \), then there is a unique

APPENDIX D. ASSESSMENT OF GAS TRANSMISSION FLOWS
and, for all $\eta_j \in \mathcal{N}$ such that there is a pipe connecting $\eta_j$ to some $\eta_i \in \mathcal{N}$ then $\frac{dP_{\eta j}}{dp_{\eta i}} p_{\eta j} = p_{\eta i} \geq 0$. Note that as the compressors are modelled with a fixed pressure ratio then, for each compressor, both its inlet and outlet nodes will lie either within $\mathcal{N}$ or outside of $\mathcal{N}$. The relation defining the conservation of mass for the subset $\mathcal{N}$ then states that

$$S_\mathcal{N} - D_\mathcal{N} + \sum_{\pi^+} Q_{\pi^+} - \sum_{\pi^-} Q_{\pi^-} = 0 \quad (57)$$

where $S_\mathcal{N}$ (resp. $D_\mathcal{N}$) are the gas supplies (resp. demands) in $\mathcal{N}$ and $Q_{\pi^+}$ are the flows for the pipes flowing into (including pipes of zero flow) $\mathcal{N}$ and $Q_{\pi^-}$ the flows for the pipes flowing out of $\mathcal{N}$. It therefore follows that

$$\sum_{\pi^+} \frac{dQ_{\pi^+}}{dp_{\eta_i}} p_{\eta_i} = \sum_{\pi^-} \frac{dQ_{\pi^-}}{dp_{\eta_i}} p_{\eta_i} = 0 \quad (58)$$

Each pipe $\pi^+$ flowing from $\eta_j \notin \mathcal{N}$ to $\eta_i \in \mathcal{N}$ has its flow $Q_{\pi^+}$ related, by (13), to the pressures $p_{\eta_i}$ and $p_{\eta_j}$ so that

$$(Q_{\pi^+})^\alpha = K_{\pi^+} (p_{\eta_i}^2 - p_{\eta_j}^2) \quad (59)$$

$$\frac{dQ_{\pi^+}}{dp_{\eta_i}} = \frac{2K_{\pi^+} \alpha}{(Q_{\pi^+})^{\alpha-1}} \left( \frac{dp_{\eta_i}}{dp_{\eta_j}} - \frac{dp_{\eta_j}}{dp_{\eta_i}} \right) \quad (60)$$

At the same time, the flows out of $\mathcal{N}$ satisfy

$$\frac{dQ_{\pi^-}}{dp_{\eta_i}} = \frac{2K_{\pi^-} \alpha}{(Q_{\pi^-})^{\alpha-1}} \left( \frac{dp_{\eta_i}}{dp_{\eta_j}} - \frac{dp_{\eta_j}}{dp_{\eta_i}} \right) \quad (61)$$

As $K_{\pi^+}, K_{\pi^-}, Q_{\pi^+}, Q_{\pi^-}, p_{\eta_i}, p_{\eta_j} > 0$ and $\alpha > 1$, then,

$$\frac{dQ_{\pi^+}}{dp_{\eta_i}} |_{p_{\eta_i} = p_{\eta_j}} > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{dQ_{\pi^-}}{dp_{\eta_i}} |_{p_{\eta_i} = p_{\eta_j}} < 0 \quad (62)$$

which contradicts (58). Hence, for all $\eta_i$,

$$\frac{dP_{\eta_i}}{dp_{\eta_j}} |_{p_{\eta_i} = p_{\eta_j}} \geq 0 \quad (63)$$

Therefore, for all $\eta_i$, the pressures at each node are monotonically increasing with respect to the slack pressure. It follows that the pressures within the pipes and, from (35), the linepack are also monotonically increasing.
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